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We address the issue of (quantum) black hole formation by particle collision in quantum physics.
We start by constructing the horizon wave-function for quantum mechanical states representing two
highly boosted non-interacting particles that collide in flat one-dimensional space. From this wave-
function, we then derive a probability that the system becomes a black hole as a function of the
initial momenta and spatial separation between the particles. This probability allows us to extend
the hoop conjecture to quantum mechanics and estimate corrections to its classical counterpart.
PACS numbers: 04.70.Dy,04.70.-s,04.60.-m
INTRODUCTION
The general relativistic (GR) description of the gravi-
tational collapse, leading to the formation of black holes
(BHs), was first investigated in the seminal papers of
Oppenheimer and co-workers [1], but a thorough un-
derstanding of the physics of such processes still stands
as one of the most challenging issues for contemporary
theoretical physics. The literature on the subject has
grown immensely (see, e.g. Ref. [2]), but many techni-
cal and conceptual difficulties remain unsolved, partic-
ularly if one tries to account for the quantum mechan-
ical (QM) nature of collapsing matter. What is unani-
mously accepted is that the gravitational interaction be-
comes important whenever a large enough amount of
matter is “compacted” within a sufficiently small volume.
K. Thorne formulated this idea in the hoop conjecture [3],
which states that a BH forms if two colliding objects fall
within their “black disk”. Assuming the final configu-
ration is (approximately) spherically symmetric, this oc-
curs when the system occupies a sphere whose radius r
is smaller than the gravitational Schwarzschild radius,
r . RH ≡ 2 ℓp E
mp
, (1)
where E is the total energy in the centre-of-mass frame
(see next Section for more details). Note that we use
units with c = 1, the Newton constant GN = ℓp/mp,
where ℓp and mp are the Planck length and mass, re-
spectively, and ~ = ℓpmp
1.
The hoop conjecture applies to astrophysical bodies,
whose energy is orders of magnitude above the scale of
quantum gravity, and can therefore be reasonably de-
scribed by classical GR [2–5]. One of the most important
1 These units make it apparent that GN converts mass into length,
thus providing a natural link between energy and positions.
questions which then arises is what happens when the to-
tal energy of the colliding particles is of the Planck size
or less [6]. Just to give this question a precise meaning is
a conceptual challenge, because QM effects may hardly
be neglected [7], and the very notion of horizon becomes
“fuzzy”. In fact, it was recently proposed in Refs. [8] to
define a wave-function for the horizon, which can be as-
sociated with any localised QM particle. The auxiliary
wave-function yields the probability of finding a horizon
of a certain radius centred around the source, and one
can therefore determine the probability that a QM par-
ticle is a BH depending on its mass. This probability is
found to vanish very fast for particles lighter than the
Planck mass, as one expects from qualitative arguments.
We remark that a realistic description of quantum
(with E ≃ mp) [9] or classical (E ≫ mp) BHs very
likely requires the knowledge of their microscopic struc-
ture [10]. We however do not consider such important
details here, and just address the conceptual problem of
developing a framework which can be used to study the
formation of horizons in systems containing QM sources.
Of course, a more canonical framework already exists, in
principle, and is given by quantum field theory on curved
backgrounds coupled to the semiclassical Einstein equa-
tions [11]. Thereby, one should be able to describe quan-
tum matter states on a sufficiently arbitrary space-time,
which is to be determined self-consistently by solving the
Einstein equations with the corresponding renormalised
matter energy-momentum tensor. Since obtaining the
normal modes and building the matter Fock space is in
general impossible, this procedure has failed to provide
practical estimates so far 2.
In this work, after reviewing the case of a single spher-
ically symmetric particle, we shall consider two-particle
2 Computing the back-reaction of Hawking radiation on a BH
space-time is the typical example of such failures.
2QM states and build their horizon wave-function. This
construction will naturally lead to a QM generalisation of
the hoop conjecture and specific corrections to its clas-
sical formulation (1). It is important to remark from
the onset that these results will be obtained analytically,
but at the price of making several rather strong simpli-
fying assumptions. In particular, we shall just consider
free particles in one spatial dimension, and neglect any
space-time curvature.
HORIZON WAVE-FUNCTION IN SPHERICAL
SYMMETRY
Inspired by Eq. (1), we can define a horizon wave-
function given the QM wave-function of a particle in po-
sition space [8]. The idea stems from the classical GR
theory of spherically symmetric systems, for which the
metric gµν can always be written as
ds2 = gij dx
i dxj + r2(xi)
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
, (2)
with xi = (x1, x2) coordinates on surfaces where the an-
gles θ and φ are constant. The location of a trapping
horizon, a surface where the escape velocity equals the
speed of light, is determined by the equation [5]
0 = gij ∇ir∇jr = 1− 2M
r
, (3)
where ∇ir is the covector perpendicular to surfaces of
constant area A = 4 π r2. The function M = ℓpm/mp is
the active (Misner-Sharp) gravitational mass, represent-
ing the total energy enclosed within a sphere of radius r
and, if we set x1 = t and x2 = r, we find
M(t, r) =
4 π ℓp
3mp
∫ r
0
ρ(t, r¯) r¯2 dr¯ , (4)
as if the space inside the sphere were flat.
For elementary particles we know for an experimental
fact that QM effects may not be neglected [7]. In fact, the
Heisenberg principle of QM introduces an uncertainty in
the spatial localisation of a spinless point-like source of
massm, typically of the order of the Compton-de Broglie
length,
λm ≃ ℓpmp/m . (5)
Assuming QM is a better description of reality implies
that the Schwarzschild radius in Eq. (1) with E = m
only makes sense if RH & λm, or m & mp (and M & ℓp).
Note we employed the flat space Compton length (5),
which is likely the particle’s self-gravity will affect, but
it is still a reasonable order of magnitude estimate, and
BHs can therefore only exist with mass (much) larger
than the Planck scale.
Let us now consider a QM state ψS representing a mas-
sive particle localised in space and at rest in the chosen
reference frame. Having defined suitable Hamiltonian
eigenmodes, Hˆ | ψE 〉 = E | ψE 〉, where H can be spec-
ified depending on the model we wish to consider, the
state ψS can be decomposed as
| ψS 〉 =
∑
E
C(E) | ψE 〉 . (6)
If we further assume the particle is spherically symmetric,
we can invert the expression of the Schwarzschild radius
in Eq. (1) to obtain E as a function of RH. We then
define the horizon wave-function as
ψH(RH) ∝ C (mpRH/2 ℓp) , (7)
whose normalisation is finally fixed in the inner product
〈ψH | φH 〉 = 4 π
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗H(RH)φH(RH)R
2
H dRH . (8)
We interpret the normalised wave-function ψH simply as
yielding the probability that we would detect a horizon
of areal radius r = RH associated with the particle in
the QM state ψS. Such a horizon is necessarily “fuzzy”,
like the position of the particle itself. The probability
density that the particle lies inside its own horizon of
radius r = RH will next be given by
P<(r < RH) = PS(r < RH)PH(RH) , (9)
where PS(r < RH) = 4 π
∫ RH
0
|ψS(r)|2 r2 dr is the proba-
bility that the particle is inside a sphere of radius r = RH,
and PH(RH) = 4 π R
2
H |ψH(RH)|2 is the probability that
the horizon is located on the sphere of radius r = RH.
Finally, the probability that the particle described by the
wave-function ψS is a BH will be obtained by integrat-
ing (9) over all possible values of the radius,
PBH =
∫ ∞
0
P<(r < RH) dRH . (10)
The above general formulation can be easily applied to
a particle described by a spherically symmetric Gaussian
wave-function, for which one obtains a vanishing proba-
bility that the particle is a BH when its mass is smaller
than about mp/4 (for all the details, see Refs. [8]).
TWO-PARTICLE COLLISIONS IN ONE
DIMENSION
It is straightforward to extend the above construction
to a state containing two free particles in one-dimensional
flat space. We again represent each particle at the time
t = 0 and position Xi (i = 1 or 2) by means of Gaussian
wave-functions,
〈xi; 0 | ψ(i)S 〉 ≡ ψS(xi) = e−i
Pi xi
~
e
−
(xi−Xi)
2
2 ℓi√
π1/2 ℓi
, (11)
3where ℓi is the width and Pi the linear momentum (which
remain constant). The total initial wave-function is then
just the product of the two one-particle states,
〈x1, x2; 0 | ψ(1,2)S 〉 ≡ ψS(x1, x2) = ψS(x1)ψS(x2) . (12)
Like in the one-particle case or Refs. [8], it is convenient
to go through momentum space in order to compute the
spectral decomposition. We find
〈 pi; 0 | ψ(i)S 〉 ≡ ψS(pi) = e−i
pi Xi
~
e
−
(pi−Pi)
2
2∆i√
π1/2 ∆i
, (13)
where ∆i = ~/ℓi. For t > 0, the components of the
momentum modes for each particle therefore evolve as
ψS(pi; t) = e
−i
Ei t
~ ψS(pi), where, in the following, we
shall use the flat space, relativistic dispersion relation
Ei =
√
p2i +m
2
i . (14)
If the particles were at rest (Pi = 0), we could assume
ℓi = λmi (and ∆i = mi). For realistic elementary par-
ticles m1 ≃ m2 ≪ mp, and one expects the proba-
bility of forming a BH will become significant only for
|Pi| ∼ Ei ∼ mp. From Pi = mi vi√
1−v2
i
, we obtain
ℓi =
~√
P 2i +m
2
i
≃ ℓpmp|Pi| , ∆i ≃ |Pi| . (15)
The two-particle state can now be written as
| ψ(1,2)S 〉 =
2∏
i=1


+∞∫
−∞
dpi ψS(pi, t) | pi 〉

 , (16)
and the relevant coefficients in the spectral decomposi-
tion (6) are given by the sum of all the components of the
product wave-function (16) corresponding to the same to-
tal energy E. Since we shall not be concerned with the
evolution of the two-particle system here, we can simply
evaluate such coefficients at t = 0, which yields
C(E) =
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
ψS(E1)ψS(E2) δ(E − E1 − E2) dE1 dE2
=
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
ψS(p1)ψS(p2) δ(E − E1(p1)− E2(p2))
× dE1
dp1
dE2
dp2
dp1 dp2 (17)
≃
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
ψS(p1)ψS(p2) δ(E − |p1| − |p2|) dp1 dp2 ,
where we used dEi ≃ dpi for |pi| ∼ |Pi| ≫ mi.
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FIG. 1: Top panel: square modulus of ψS for P = mp and
X = 0 (solid line) X = 7 ℓp (dashed line) and X = 15 ℓp
(dotted line). Bottom panel: square modulus of ψH for P =
mp and X = 0 (solid line) X = 7 ℓp (dashed line) and X =
15 ℓp (dotted line). Particles are inside the horizon only for
sufficiently small X.
The horizon wave-function must be computed in the
centre-of-mass frame of the two-particle system, so that
P1 = −P2 ≡ P > 0 . (18)
From P ∼ mp ≫ m1 ≃ m2, we can also set
X1 ≃ −X2 ≡ X > 0 . (19)
After replacing the expression of the Schwarzschild radius
from Eq. (1) into Eq. (17), we obtain the unnormalised
wave-function
ψH(RH) ∝ e
−
mpR
2
H
16ℓ2p P
−X
2P2
ℓ2pm
2
p Erf
(
1 +
mpRH
4 ℓp P
+ i
XP
ℓpmp
)
−e−
mpR
2
H
16ℓ2p P
−X
2P2
ℓ2pm
2
p Erf
(
1− mpRH
4 ℓp P
− i XP
ℓpmp
)
+2 e
−1− 2iXP
ℓpmp
−
mpR
2
H
16ℓ2pP cosh
(
mpRH
2 ℓpP
+ i
RHX
2 ℓ2p
)
×Erf
(
mpRH
4 ℓpP
)
, (20)
whose normalisation is obtained from the inner product
〈ψH | φH 〉 ≡
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗H(RH)φH(RH) dRH (21)
and can be computed numerically (for fixed X and P ).
One then finds that PH = |ψH(RH)|2 shows a mild de-
pendence onX (see Fig. 1) and a strong dependence on P
4|ψS|
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FIG. 2: Top panel: square modulus of ψS for X = 0 and
P = mp (solid line) P = 3mp/5 (dashed line) and P =
2mp/5 (dotted line). Bottom panel: square modulus of ψH
for X = 0 and P = mp (solid line) P = 3mp/5 (dashed line)
and P = 2mp/5 (dotted line). Particles’ location is sharper
the fuzzier (more spread) the horizon location and vice versa.
(see Fig. 2), in agreement with the fact that the energy of
the system only depends on P , and not on the spatial sep-
aration between the two particles. It is also worth noting
that PH(RH) always peaks around RH ≃ 2 ℓp (2P/mp),
in very good agreement with the hoop conjecture (1).
The probability (10) that the system of two particles
is a BH can next be computed numerically as a func-
tion of the distance from the centre of mass X of each
particle, and the total energy 2P . Fig. 3 shows the re-
sult for a suitable range of X and P . Note that a first
estimate of what happens as the two particles evolve
in time can be obtained by considering the probability
PBH = PBH(X, 2P ) along lines of constant P and de-
creasing X : PBH clearly increases up to the maximum
reached for X = 0, when the two (non-interacting) par-
ticles exactly superpose. There is therefore a signifi-
cant probability that the collision produces a BH, say
PBH(X, 2P & 2mp) & 80%, if the distance from the cen-
tre of mass and linear momentum 3 satisfy
X . 2 ℓp
2P
mp
− ℓp = RH(2P )− ℓp , (22)
where the term −ℓp on the right is the “QM correc-
tion” to the hoop formula (1) for E ≃ 2P & 2mp,
which applies to the formation of large (semi)classical
3 Recall we assumed the particles’ mass m≪ mp.
BHs. For lower values of P , PBH(X, 2P . 2mp) &
80% for 2P & mp (1 + X
2/9 ℓ2p) and the limiting curve
PBH(X, 2P . 2mp) ≃ 80% can be approximated by
2P −mp ≃ mp X
2
9 ℓ2p
, (23)
which crosses the axis X = 0 for 2P ≃ mp [instead of
2P ≃ mp/2, as it would follow from the linear rela-
tion (22)]. Eq. (23) represents a QM correction to the
hoop conjecture (1) for quantum BH production. Let us
note that, of course, different numerical coefficients are
obtained if one takes other values of PBH as a reasonably
large probability, but the slope in Eq. (22) remains stably
in agreement with Eq. (1).
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Based upon the analytical results (22) and (23), we
argue that the hoop conjecture can be extended into
the QM description of BH formation, with a consistent
probabilistic interpretation carried by the horizon wave-
function of the given system. It is nonetheless important
to remark again that this rather neat conclusion stems
from several strong approximations.
First of all, we have totally neglected any sort of in-
teraction between the particles, including gravitational
tidal forces (which are very likely to play some part at
the Planck scale, and which will be investigated in the
future). In this respect, let us note that the flat space
dispersion relation (14) might be appropriate for describ-
ing a single spherically symmetric particle, since the rele-
vant energy that determines its Schwarzschild radius (1)
is actually the Misner-Sharp mass M defined in Eq. (4)
by means of the flat space volume measure. Other spher-
ically symmetric systems, such as concentric shells and
spheres of matter, are presently being analysed within
this formalism. However, once the spherical symmetry
is broken, like it is for a system of two or more colliding
particles in more than one spatial dimension, the effect
on the space-time induced by each particle should be ac-
counted for. A way to address this issue is, for example,
to employ suitably modified dispersion relations, tanta-
mount to a modified spectral decomposition in Eq. (6).
Moreover, we just considered a one-dimensional space
also in order to avoid the kinematical complication of
non-vanishing impact parameter and angular momentum
of the system of two particles. However, it is worth
recalling the original hoop conjecture should apply to
trapping surfaces, and the formation of the latter in a
non-spherical massive system has been thoroughly inves-
tigated in Ref. [12]. The extension of the present analysis
to collisions in three spatial dimensions is currently be-
ing investigated and we can foresee significant technical
complications. In fact, Eq. (1) and the spectral decom-
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FIG. 3: Probability the two-particle system is a BH as a function of X and P (in units of Planck length and mass respectively).
position of matter states must be replaced by the corre-
sponding expressions for a rotating BH, but the approach
still looks promising.
Let us then conclude by mentioning a further issue
that has not yet been addressed: we are all aware that,
in very high energy collisions, quantum states cannot be
simply viewed as representing a fixed number of parti-
cles. Indeed, the historical motivation for QFT was to
account for particle production and annihilation in such
processes, which has made the very concept of “localisa-
tion” problematic. Since, conversely, the very concept of
horizon is related to the localisation of the matter source,
one can expect that implementing the formalism of the
horizon wave-function in full-fledged QFT might lead to
some surprises.
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